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Abstract 
The Internal Transcribed Spacer 2 (ITS2), being most sequenced region in the mosquito genera, is frequently 
utilized for phylogenetic analysis at genus and species level. A massive proportion of data on ITS2 is being 
generated which necessitates search for diverse strategies to derive hidden and explicit information from the 
data. Recent over flooding of data in post - genomic era warrants the exploitation of data mining approaches to 
transform biological data into biological knowledge. The parameters derived from the ITS2 sequences (total 
number of base pairs, GC content etc.) and secondary structure (loops, structural energy etc.) of Anopheline 
species were employed to produce association rules. It is impossible to expound the importance and contribution 
of various parameters on structural stability experimentally. Data mining techniques such as Decision Tree based 
methods will not only derive the inherent information to unveil parameters influencing ITS2 secondary structure 
stability but also simplify the process of knowledge discovery by providing simple association rules. Here we 
report application of data mining for evaluation of the contribution of different parameters that strongly 
contribute to the secondary structure formation. 
 
Keywords: Internal Transcribed Spacer 2(ITS2), Anopheles, Data mining, secondary structure, molecular 
marker. 

  
  
INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION 
 Malaria attributes more than 500 million 
infections and is responsible for colossal socio-
economic burden in endemic regions. The 
century-old discovery of this role of Anopheles 
vector in human malaria transmission 
precipitated intense study of this genus at the 
molecular level. In aftermath of genomic era, 
despite large influx of data, malaria often pose 
new challenges to the researchers. Because the 
effects of malaria can pervade the fabric of 
human endeavor, it is not surprising that 
revelation of Anopheles genome has spawned a 
new life to malaria research. Myriad questions 
related to taxonomic status are raised, which 

necessitates the search of reliable molecular 
markers to resolve phylogeny and ambiguities.  
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Nuclear ribosomal RNA genes (rDNA) are 
organized in clusters containing the 18S, 5.8S 
and 28S subunits in eukaryotic organisms. Two 
internal transcribed spacers (ITS) namely, ITS1, 
separating 18S and 5.8S genes and ITS2 lying 
between 5.8S and 28S genes are known to occur 
(Fedoroff, 1979). ITS2 region of the nuclear 
rDNA cistron is being used as a reliable marker 
for taxonomic classification across taxa and is 
being exploited for phylogenetic reconstruction 
by virtue of its fast evolution (Coleman, 2003; 
Alvarez and Wendel, 2003). ITS2 region has 
been proved to be useful for differentiating 
between closely related species of mosquitoes 
(Crabtree et al., 1995; Collins & Paskewitz, 1996; 
Miller et al., 1996; Marinucci et al., 1999; 
Hackett et al., 2000; Manonmani et al, 2001; 
Garros et al., 2004). In addition, the ITS2 
sequences can help to resolve phylogenetic 
relationships among recently diverged taxa such 
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as sibling species of mosquitoes (Collins & 
Paskewitz, 1996; Xu & Qu, 1997; Porter and 
Collins, 1991; Walton et al., 1999). Application 
of ITS sequences for drawing meaningful 
inferences for phylogenetic studies is often 
limited. Recently, role of secondary 
conformations of the ITS regions in defining the 
cleavage sites to release the ribosomal genes 
during the maturation process has been 
suggested. If not more, secondary structure of 
RNA is as important as the sequence for the 
function. Although the tertiary structure of a 
functional RNA molecule is crucial determinant 
of its function, but prediction of its three 
dimensional structure from the sequence is 
difficult and cumbersome. However, the 
secondary structure is shown to be conserved in 
functional RNAs and important to the function 
of the RNA and the base pairing interactions in 
an RNA molecule are more important to the 
overall structure in RNA than any other 
interactions. Secondary structure models can be 
used for improving alignments at higher 

systematic levels even with strongly divergent 
regions such as the ITS, and the framework 
dictated by the secondary structure is considered 
as a tool for expanding the preliminary molecular 
phylogenies. Hence, the secondary structure is 
usually considered a sufficient approximation of 
the tertiary structure and several methods for 
predicting the secondary structures have been 
developed and implemented. 
 
Since 1994, the ITS2 secondary structure has 
been determined for a wide variety of eukaryote 
groups, both plant and animal, and most recently, 
with the refolding of the original yeast model 
(Joseph et al., 1999), it has become clear that all 
these eukaryote groups share the same overall 
secondary structure (Coleman and Vacquier, 
2002; Mai and Coleman, 1997; Michot et al., 
1999). Among various parameters known to 
stabilize the RNA secondary structure, structural 
energy holds prime importance. This study is an 
attempt to retrieve the valuable interrelation 
among different inherent features of sequence 
and secondary structure of ITS2 of the 
Anopheline species. This novel data mining 
approach will help not only in enriching and 
fine-tuning the existing RNA structure prediction 
algorithms by providing valuable information on 
parameter consideration but also in resolving 
phylogeny by incorporating significant structural 
parameters. 
 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Data collection and data set 
preparation 
ITS2 sequences of Anopheline species were 
retrieved from NCBI. Sequences were checked 
for redundancy and filtered. The final curated 
input dataset contains a total 128 sequences. 
Among the parameters known to contribute 
towards RNA secondary structure stability, the 
parameters considered for this study are listed in 
table1. 
 
As GC composition is known to influence the 
structural energy, this inherent feature was split 
to obtain many derived parameters like 
individual effect of G, individual effect of 
number of C, total GC count independent of no. 
of bases and GC content % as a fraction of 
composition and G/C ratio. Different loop types 
were considered to elucidate the interrelationship 
among different kind of loops and structural 
energy. 
 
Table1: Parameters considered for data mining. 

 Sl. No Parameters 
1 Hairpin Loop 
2 Internal Loop 
3 Bulge Loop 
4 Multi Loop 
5 Exterior Loop 
6 Total G C count 
7 Total Bases 
8 No. of G 
9 No. of C 

10 G/C Ratio 
11 Energy 
12 GC content 

 

Multiple Sequence Alignment 
Multiple sequence alignment was performed 
using ClustalW (www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw) 
(Higgins et. al., 1994). Default parameter 
settings like affine gap penalty, ktup value and 
percent score type were applied for analyzing the 
128 sequences considered for this study. 

Reconstruction of phylogeny 
All the ITS2 sequences were used to reconstruct 
Phylogenetic tree using Neighbor-joining  
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method (Saitou and Nei, 1987) in ClustalW. The 
consensus tree obtained was visualized using 
TREEVIEW visualizer Version1.6.6 (Page, 1996
(

) ) 
http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/treeview.

method (Saitou and Nei, 1987) in ClustalW. The 
consensus tree obtained was visualized using 
TREEVIEW visualizer Version1.6.6 (Page, 1996
(http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/treeview.
html ) and N-J plot (Perrière et al, 1996
(http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/software/njplot.html). 
The tree obtained is provided as supplemental 
file (http://ijib.classicrus.com/Arch/2007/1085s1.p

) 

df,  
http://ijib.classicrus.com/Arch/2007/1085s2.pdf).  

on of structural conservation is 
essential.  

determined   using Sfold (statistical Folding and 

sified based on number 
of loops present (Fig.1)  

rent 
factors on secondary structure stabilization.  

 

Secondary structure prediction 
RNA secondary structure consists of stems and 
loops. Mainly five types of loops are present in 
RNA secondary structure, namely, interior, 
hairpin, exterior, multi and bulge. For in depth 
analysis, calculation of secondary structure and 
determinati

RNA folds analysis 

Probable target accessibility (loops) were 

Rational Design of Nucleic Acids) in the Sribo 
program based on statistical sample of 
Boltzmann ensemble for secondary structures 
(Ding and Lawrence, 2003). Different loops 
generated from ITS 2 data using Sribo Program 
were calculated and clas

Structural energy calculation 

Structural energy seems to be most important 
factor influencing the structural stability. The 
secondary structure with the lowest possible free 
energy value, the minimum free energy (MFE) 
structure, is predicted to be the most stable 
secondary structure for the strand. Among the 
sub-optimal structures calculated by Sribo 
program, lowest energy holding stable structures 
were considered and utilized for data mining 
analysis to determine the influence of diffe

 
Figure 1: Class-wise distribution of loops generated. Figures in parenthesis show the number of loops for each class and figures 
with percentage show the number of sequences for the particular classes. 
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Figure 2: CART generated tree 
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Data mining analysis Data mining analysis 
We are living in a data rich information poor 
world where the magnitude of data generated 
from the high through put methods is 
overwhelming; Data mining opens a new 
window of opportunity in this arena. In the 
present study, data mining approach was utilized 
to find out the concealed information inherent in 
the sequence that finally affects the structural 
stabilization.  
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Application of CART Application of CART 

CART (Classification and regression tree) from 
Salford Systems Inc, USA is a data-mining tool 
based on recursive binary partitioning (Briemann 

et al., 1984).  For gaining a comprehensive 
understanding on influence of different variables 
in inherent structure on structural energy and 
thus the final conformation, CART was used to 
identify variable importance.11 parameters were 
considered as predictor (independent) variables 
and structural energy was considered as 
predictive (dependent) variable. As the target 
variable is continuous variable, regression model 
was selected.10 fold cross validation and default 
options for penalty were selected.  
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RESULTS RESULTS 
28 trees with different complexities and error 
values obtained using C&RT based on splitting 
criteria are reflected in table 2.  Out of these trees, 
tree with 29 terminal nodes(Fig. 2) with 
minimum complexity and resubstitution relative 
error of 0.03387 and cross validated error of 
0.29496 ± 0.05623 generated by Least Square 
splitting criteria was selected for generating 
decision rules. Decision rules obtained using 
C&RT are summarized in Table 3. 
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tree with 29 terminal nodes(Fig. 2) with 
minimum complexity and resubstitution relative 
error of 0.03387 and cross validated error of 
0.29496 ± 0.05623 generated by Least Square 
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C&RT are summarized in Table 3. 
  
Rules derived from CART can be interpreted in 
simple context of “If “and “Then” based 
statement and thus are self-explanatory. 
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For example: Rule 1 can be interpreted as 
 
IF “NUMBER OF INTENAL LOOPS <= 15“ AND “NO. 
OF G & C <= 168” AND “NO. OF C <= 71”, THEN 
“STRUCTURAL ENERGY  = –59 KCAL” 
 
Variable importance: Importance of different 
variables was calculated based on score assigned 
by CART and summarized in Table 4. 

DISCUSSION 
Molecular taxonomists are generally 
overwhelmed by complexity of smothering 
sequence information owing to their number and 
sibling status of Anopheline species. Dearth of 
reliable molecular markers has led to an 
unquenched search to find new ones and utilizing 
the existing knowledge at different levels to 
unveil new patterns and phylogenetic inferences. 

Among them, ITS 2 sequence draws special 
attention, which is known as a well trusted 
marker among molecular entomologists. 
Phylogenetic tree obtained using N-J method 
corresponded to the earlier findings by 
researchers. Least distance was observed among 
the members of sibling species complexes and 
sequences belonging to An. rangeli , An. farauti  
and An. dirus , An. anulipes , An. sundaicus  
were clustered in the same clade. Similarly, 
members of same species complex like An. 
daciae and An. persiensis showed less distance 
among themselves  but the sheer complexity of 
phylogeny often hinders and limit its use for 
reaching to meaningful conclusions and its 
application in resolving phylogeny across several 
taxa is debatable (Banerjee et al, 2007).. But the 
complexity of data arising due to numerous 
sequences considered often pose a problem in 
reaching to meaningful conclusions, hence, the 
role of secondary structure and its features in 

Table 2: Details of trees generated in CART along with relative error and complexities. 
 

Tree 
Number 

Terminal 
Nodes 

Cross-Validated 
Relative Error 

Resubstitution 
Relative Error 

Complexity 

1 29 0.29496 ± 0.05623 0.03387 0.00000 
2 28 0.29497 ± 0.05624 0.03402 67.00382 
3 27 0.29575 ± 0.05632 0.03419 79.41994 
4 26 0.29602 ± 0.05633 0.03461 184.53946 
5 25 0.29622 ± 0.05637 0.03515 243.54927 
6 24 0.29622 ± 0.05637 0.03576 269.91711 
7 23 0.29680 ± 0.05647 0.03636 270.39996 
8 22 0.29630 ± 0.05641 0.03714 347.80743 
9 21 0.29516 ± 0.05628 0.03836 545.41339 

10 20 0.29864 ± 0.05737 0.03959 553.66705 
11 19 0.30213 ± 0.05784 0.04120 716.56232 
12 18 0.30174 ± 0.05793 0.04398 1242.91992 
13 17 0.30307 ± 0.05803 0.04693 1321.73389 
14 16 0.30833 ± 0.05966 0.05023 1476.93750 
15 15 0.31276 ± 0.06024 0.05432 1829.47266 
16 14 0.31370 ± 0.06027 0.06031 2679.04004 
17 13 0.31351 ± 0.06026 0.06638 2713.78809 
18 12 0.30542 ± 0.05935 0.07370 3272.48242 
19 11 0.29881 ± 0.05888 0.08119 3348.56250 
20 10 0.29768 ± 0.05878 0.08880 3404.80371 
21 8 0.26898 ± 0.04788 0.10829 4358.71387 
22 7 0.28665 ± 0.04908 0.11874 4673.91992 
23 6 0.27781 ± 0.05088 0.13340 6557.72461 
24 5 0.26495 ± 0.04672 0.15373 9093.85742 
25 4 0.23894 ± 0.04589 0.18598 14421.33594 
26 3 0.37676 ± 0.05911 0.26698 36226.65625 
27 2 0.37453 ± 0.06061 0.36672 44608.71875 
28 1 1.00042 ± 0.00080 1.00000 283236.81250 

 
 

Table 3: Decision rules generated by CART. 
Suppl data: Hhttp://ijib.classicrus.com/Arch/2007/1085s3.pdf 
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fine-tuning the phylogenies becomes more 
important. 
 
Table 4: Variable importance of parameters affecting 
structural energy. 

S. No Parameter Variable 
importance 

1 No. of G and C 100 
2 No. of G 99.15 
3 No. of C 98.88 
4 Total bases 81.48 
5 GC content 59.04 
6 Hairpin Loop 43.35 
7 Bulge Loop 16.25 
8 GC ratio 8.73 
9 Internal loop 5.12 

10 Multi loop 2.51 
11 External loop 0.89 

 
Data mining approaches can be utilized for 
harnessing ITS2 secondary structure information 
of numerous Anopheline ITS2 sequences which 
remain undeciphered lying in several public 
domain repositories. Derived secondary 
structural information is valuable and reliable in 
this context. In the data set considered, GC 
content ranges from 44.6 % to 70.8% where 
Anopheles engarensis showed minimum and 
Anopheles farauti showed highest GC content.  
G/C ratio also showed a great deal of variation 
ranging from 0.76 to 1.45 with Anopheles 
annulieps and Anopheles vaanedeni showing 
minimum and maximum G/C ratio respectively. 
Structural energy, the major factor in stabilizing 
ITS2 secondary structure varied from –368 Kcal 
to –51.8 Kcal. A great deal of variation was 
observed in the number of various loops in 
secondary structure. Among the loops, highest 
variation was observed in internal loop(29) 
followed by multi loop, bulge loop and hairpin 
loop while exterior loop showed least variation 
according to number of loops generated. In 
exterior loop, data classified in only 6 classes 
according to the number of loops generated. 
Majority of sequences (48% of total sequences) 
did not show the presence of exterior loops while 
41% showed only 1 exterior loop and only 1 
sequence showed 9 exterior loops. According to 
number of internal loops, data got clustered in 29 
classes reflecting the vast variation in number of 
loops found. Only 1% of the sequences were 
found to lack the internal loop while 10% 
sequences showed 18 loops. 
 
The dataset comprising of various derived 
features was used to elucidate decision rules by 
CART that can serve as rule of thumb for finding 

the effect of different parameters on structural 
energy, which is virtually impossible to calculate 
in a lab simultaneously using conventional 
approaches. 
 
Compositional sequence features like number of 
GC, number of G, number of C, total bases, GC 
content and GC ratio were found to affect in 
descending order. Secondary structural features 
like number of different loops were also found to 
profoundly influence the structural energy. 
Among loops, hairpin, bulge, interior, multi and 
exterior loops were found to influence the 
structural energy in decreasing order.  

CONCLUSION 
RNA secondary structure is crucial to three 
dimensional structure but determination of the 
correct structure and folding pattern of ITS2 is 
cumbersome. It is practically unfeasible to 
calculate the effect of parameters influencing the 
structural energy of the RNA structure by 
conventional experimental approaches. With 
exponential increase in sequences, complexities 
in deriving interpretation and inferences from the 
accumulated data will pose an infinite challenge. 
Data mining approaches can streamline the 
process and facilitate in elucidating inherent 
explicit hidden information in these cases and 
will empower us in determining not- so- obvious 
interrelationships. Different RNA folding 
algorithms also take into account the structural 
energy as the major determinant in furnishing 
RNA secondary structure models and 
conformation. The valuable information derived 
from data mining tools will definitely lead to 
refinement of these algorithms provided more 
such parameters are incorporated into such 
analyses.  
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